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Abstract 

 A model of dissolution of chromia in binary Na2O-SiO2 liquids is presented in this work. 

Data available in the literature on the acid/base properties and the chemistry of chromium in such 

liquids were used in order to refine the model. Physical phenomena such as migration of ions and 

the resulting electric field, the mechanical equilibrium of the liquid and the interface recession 

caused by the dissolution of chromia are also implemented in the model. Numerical simulation 

has been compared to experimental measurements of Na2O, SiO2 and Cr2O3 concentration 

profiles after 1 hour of immersion of chromia in a �Na�O� �.�

�SiO� ��.
 liquid at 1150 °C. The 

phenomena having a significant influence on the dissolution rate of chromia are highlighted in 

the last part of this paper. 
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List of symbols 

Q� silica tetrahedron holding n bridging oxygens 

a� activity of the chemical species i 

K� equilibrium constant between Qn, Qn-1 and Na2O. 

λ molar fraction of Na2O in binary �Na	O���SiO		���� 

X oxygen valence of CrIII 

Y oxygen valence of CrVI 

Z oxygen valence of CrII 

K� equilibrium constant of dissolution of Cr2O3 

K� equilibrium constant of oxidation of CrIII in molten silicates 

K� equilibrium constant of reduction of CrIII in molten silicates 

P�� external oxygen pressure (atm) 

x�� atomic fraction of chromium in the liquid 

H�� Henry constant of O2 (mol.m-3.atm-1) 

C� concentration of the chemical species i (mol.m-3) 

C����  total atomic concentration in the liquid (mol.m-3) 

K!" equilibrium constant of the simplified reaction j expressed as a function of 

concentrations 

ξ! reaction rate (mol.m-3.s-1) 

kc! kinetic constant of the reaction j 

v�,! stoichiometric coefficient of the compound i in the reaction j 

J)**+	 flux of the chemical species i (mol.m-2.s-1) 

D� diffusion coefficient of the chemical species i (m2.s-1) 

R ideal gas constant (J.mol-1.K-1) 

T temperature (K) 

μ0 � electro-chemical potential of the species i (J.mol-1) 



 

 

 

 

V**+ velocity field in the liquid (m.s-1) 

z� electric charge of the chemical species i (C.mol-1) 

E**+ electric field in the liquid (V.m-1) 

ν5 normalized volume 

V6� molar volume of the species i 

τ85  production rate of the normalized volume (s-1) 

χ molar fraction of Na2O in the ternary �Na	O�:�SiO		�;�O		�< 
γ molar fraction of SiO2 in the ternary �Na	O�:�SiO		�;�O		�< 
ζ molar fraction of O2 in the ternary �Na	O�:�SiO		�;�O		�< 
e chromia layer thickness (m) 

S�� solubility of chromium in the liquid (mol.m-3) 

D��@AA
 diffusion coefficient of total chromium in the liquid (m2.s-1) 

k� parabolic dissolution constant of chromia (m2.s-1) 

P CrIII/Cr ratio in the liquid 

C��@AA
 total Cr concentration in the liquid 

x distance from the liquid/oxide interface in the liquid (m)  

t time (s) 
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1. Introduction 

 The contact between an alloy and a silica-based liquid at high temperature is a 

commonly encountered issue in glass industries such as nuclear waste vitrification [1] or glass 

fiber production [2,3]. Nickel-based or cobalt-based super-alloys containing a large amount of 

chromium offer an interesting solution for these applications. They show a good balance 

between hardness and ductility in comparison to ceramics or noble metals (i.e. platinum). 

Moreover, they have a high corrosion resistance at high temperature due to the formation of a 

protective chromia (Cr2O3) layer with low solubility in molten glass [4]. In the case of 

commercial and waste vitrification glasses, which do not contain iron oxide (or any oxide able 

to form a spinel with chromia), the chromium oxide layer is in direct contact with the liquid 

and thus, prevents the fast active corrosion of the alloy. The dissolution rate of chromia is the 

key to predict the lifetime of alloys in industrial processes. 

 The dissolution of chromia in silica-based liquids is a complex problem of diffusion 

coupled with chemical reactions. Consequently, the prediction of the dissolution rate of the 

chromia or the identification of the parameters influencing the dissolution rate is thus 

difficult. A model of the dissolution of chromia in molten glasses might be a useful tool. 

Since the parameters such as diffusion coefficient or chemical equilibrium are known, the 

prediction of the dissolution rate of the oxide is possible. Recently, Schmucker et al. [5] have 

postulated that the dissolution of chromia is limited by the diffusion of chromium in the 

liquid. The parameters of the dissolution such as the diffusion coefficient of chromium in the 

liquid can be determined by various methods, such as square wave voltammetry [6–9], 

molecular dynamics calculation [10,11] or Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) [12]. 

Various chemical reactions of chromium in molten silicate have also been identified [13,14] 

with the associated thermodynamic data. 
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 In this paper, a model of the dissolution of chromia in simple Na2O-SiO2 liquids is 

proposed. Various physical phenomena such as electro-neutrality of the liquid, interface 

recession and mechanical equilibrium are considered in addition to the chemical diffusion and 

equilibria. Simple procedures are proposed in order to implement these phenomena in a 

mathematical model that can be easily solved. The thermodynamic data have been determined 

from data available in the literature. The Ni-30(wt%.)Cr alloy has been oxidized in order to 

form a thick chromia layer. The alloy has then been immersed in a simple 

�Na	O�	C.	E�SiO		�C.FE liquid at 1150 °C and the diffusion profile of chromium has been 

measured by EPMA at room temperature. The obtained results were compared to the 

simulation. Eventually, the phenomena having a significant influence on the dissolution rate 

of chromia are identified showing that a simplification of the model is possible when 

considering certain assumptions. This simplification can become the basis of a model that 

could be used to study the corrosion of chromia forming alloys in molten glasses and thus 

optimize their lifetime in industrial processes. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Glass and alloy elaboration 

 The selected Ni-30Cr alloy was elaborated by high frequency induction melting in 

argon atmosphere, in order to avoid the oxidation of chromium. Ingot of 3 kg was melted 

from pure chromium (Alfa Aesar chromium pieces, 3 – 8 mm (0.1 - 0.31 in), 99.99%) and 

pure nickel (Alfa Aesar nickel shot, 3 – 25 mm (0.1 - 0.98 in), 99.95%); more details about 

the synthesis and the characterization of the alloy can be found in reference [15]. Rods were 

cut from the ingot with dimensions 25 mm × 5 mm × 3 mm, polished to P1200 and 

ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol. 
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 The �Na	O	�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE glass (N3S) was elaborated by the Cerfav (Centre Européen 

de Recherche et de Formation aux Arts Verriers) from SiO2 and Na2CO3 powders. The 

composition of the obtained glass was analyzed by EPMA, the results are available in 

reference [5]. 

2.2. Immersion tests 

 The Ni-30Cr rod was sealed into a “T” shape alumina device which maintains the 

sample immersed in the glass contained in a Pt95Au5 (FKS) crucible (inner diameter: 30 mm, 

height: 30 mm). The crucible contains 15 g of glass which corresponds to 20 mm depth for 

immersing the sample while avoiding the contact between the alloy and the crucible and the 

contact between the glass and the alumina.  

 The sample was first oxidized in air at 1150 °C during 24 hours in order to develop a 

thick chromia layer (around 10 µm) on the surface of the sample [15,16]. The glass was 

melted and maintained at 1150 °C during 1 hour before the immersion to ensure the thermal 

and the chemical equilibrium of the liquid. The sample is then immersed for 1 hour. This 

duration is optimized to obtain a diffusion profile of chromium over several hundreds of µm 

while avoiding the chromium to reach the convective zone far from the interface. The sample 

(alloy + glass) is then quenched, removed and embedded in resin before being cut for cross-

section characterizations. The section is polished with SiC grinding paper (P1200 to P4000) 

and diamond gel (1 µm). Immersion tests were also performed with sintered pure chromia 

rods but samples ended up systematically destroyed after quenching due to stresses between 

the chromia and the glass. The best results were obtained with the chromia-forming alloy. 

2.3. EPMA characterization 

 The EPMA characterizations were performed with a JXA 8530F (JEOL) equipped with 

5 Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (WDS) analyzers. The electron beam was 

defocused to probe an area of 20 µm of diameter in order to integrate all the Na+ ions prone to 
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migrate out of the analyzed glass volume due to their interaction with the electron beam. 

Albite (NaAlSi2O8) was used as standard for silicon and sodium and chromia was used for 

chromium. Oxygen was quantified using the stoichiometry of the oxide SiO2 (for Si), Na2O 

(for Na) and Cr2O3 (for Cr). The analysis current was 10 nA and the analysis time was 10 

seconds. The obtained result is the composition of the glass in mass fraction of SiO2, Na2O 

and Cr2O3. 

3. Thermochemistry of the Na2O-SiO2-O2-Cr2O3 system 

3.1. Acid/base properties of the Na2O-SiO2 liquid 

 Various models of the acid/base properties of glasses are proposed in the literature. The 

first description was given by Lux in 1939 [17]. This model links the basicity of the liquid to 

the quantity of “free” oxygen anion O2- ions. The anion quantity results from the dissociation 

of the alkali oxides in the liquid. Based on the same idea, Toop and Somis have proposed a 

model in which the O2- are in equilibrium with the bridging and the non-bridging oxygens 

[18]. Other approaches based on the Pauling electronegativity [19] or the forces of the bounds 

between the ions [20] also exist. The optical basicity model developed by Duffy [21] is 

widely used because of its simple calculation. Nevertheless, the thermodynamic approach 

which considers the “free” oxygen is useful to describe chemical reactions in silica-based 

liquids. Several measurements of this quantity (usually called the Na2O activity) using various 

methods have been reported in the literature. The results obtained for the Na2O-SiO2 system 

by transpiration technic and mass spectroscopy [22–24], electromotive force measurements 

[25,26] and mixing enthalpy measurements [27,28] give values close to each other (from 10-11 

to 10-5 depending on the temperature and the composition of the liquid). 
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 The approach chosen to describe the acid/base properties of the liquid is based on 

chemical reactions of the silica network with Na2O. Such a model has already been presented 

by Maekawa et al. [29]. The basic chemical reactions can be written as follow: 

 

Q� + 12 Na	O JK⇔ Q��� 
eq. 1 

K� = aNKOPaNK · aR���� 	S  eq. 2 

 In the above equations, Q� is the classical symbol to design a silica tetrahedron holding 

n bridging oxygens and a� is the activity of the chemical species i. In the case of the Na2O-

SiO2 liquids containing from 20%.mol up to 40%.mol of Na2O, the main silica tetrahedra are 

QU, QV and Q	 [29,30], Q� and QC being neglectable. The following equation can be derived 

from the mass balance of SiO2 and Na2O and the two mass action laws involving the three 

main kinds of silica tetrahedra (eq 2), the detail can be found in Appendix A.  

 

aR��� =
W
XYZ94λ	 − 32 λ + 14_ KU	 − �8λ	 − 4λ�KUKV + Z32 λ − 12_ KU�2 − 4λ�KUKV a

b
	
 

eq. 3 

 In this expression, λ is the molar fraction of Na2O in the soda-silica liquid 

�Na	O���SiO		����. The reaction constants KU and KV of the two chemical reactions (n = 4 

and 3) are obtained by fitting the aR��� data of Sugawara et al. [28] over a temperature range 

from 900 °C to 1500 °C and for λ ranging from 0.2 to 0.4. The fitted enthalpies and entropies 

of the reactions considered here are presented in table 1. The Na2O activity calculated from 

eq.3 and the polynomial expression proposed by Sugawara et al. are presented in figure 1.  
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3.2. Acid/base and redox reactions of Cr2O3 in the Na2O-SiO2 system 

 Solubility and redox (reduction/oxidation) properties of chromium in various glass 

compositions have been studied by several authors [5,13,14,31–34]. Three oxidation states of 

the chromium are possible in these media: CrII, CrIII, CrVI. The speciation of chromium is due 

to the acid/base (aR���) and the redox properties of the liquid (O2 activity in the liquid which 

is assumed to be in equilibrium with the O2 pressure in the atmosphere above the melt). 

Khedim et al. have performed solubility measurements of chromium in the Na2O-SiO2 system 

for various compositions, temperatures and oxygen partial pressures [14]. They have proposed 

three chemical reactions (eq.4 – 6): 

  

12 Cr	OVd��e�� ��ee� f����ghhhhhhiCrjjjOk�V�	k�l + m32 − Xn O	� 

 

eq. 4 

CrjjjOk�V�	k�l + 34 O	 + mY − X − 32n O	� �p�������ghhhhhi CrqjOr�	r�s��
 

 

eq. 5 

CrjjjOk�V�	k�l �t�fd����ghhhhhi CrjjOu�	�	u�l + 14 O	 + mX − Z − 12n O	� 
eq. 6 

 In these expressions, X, Y and Z are the apparent oxygen valences of CrIII, CrVI and CrII 

respectively. The O2- activity is assimilated to the Na2O activity. The associated mass action 

laws are given below: 

  

K� = a��vvv�w�xO�w�y · aR���ZV	�k_
 

eq. 7 

K� = a��zv�{��{O|�O
a��vvv�w�xO�w�y 	 · P��V US · 	aR���Zr�k�V	_ eq. 8 

K� = a��vv�}��}O��O · P��� US · aR���Zk�u��	_
a��vvv�w�xO�w�y  

eq. 9 
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 In which P�� is the oxygen partial pressure in the atmosphere above the liquid. The 

activities of chromium are assimilated to the atomic fractions. The total amount of chromium 

in the liquid can be derived from the equations 7, 8 and 9: 

 

x�� = K� · aR���Zk�V	_ m1 + K� · aR���Zr�k�V	_P��V US + K� · aR���Zul�	�k_P���� US n eq. 10 

 In this expression x�� is the total atomic fraction of chromium. Khedim et al. have 

evaluated the thermodynamic data independently by successive linear fits. In order to obtain 

more accurate values, the experimental data of solubility are fitted using directly the eq. 10. 

The adjusted quantities are the three reaction enthalpies, the three reaction entropies and the 

three oxygen valences for the chromium. The Na	O activities are calculated from the equation 

3. The experimental data from Khedim et al. [14] and the values predicted by our model for 

the �Na	O	�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE system after the minimization of the mean square errors are 

presented in figure 2. The thermodynamic data are given in table 1. 

4. Modeling the dissolution of chromia in soda-silica liquids 

4.1. Chemical reactions 

 In the previous sections, 5 chemical reactions (two for the equation 1 and three for the 

equations 4, 5 and 6) have been identified. Some simplifications are possible to ease the 

calculation of the reaction rates. Firstly, in most of industrial applications, the atmosphere 

above the silica-based liquid is air or argon; the oxygen partial pressure is thus high enough to 

neglect the formation of CrII (equation 6). Secondly, the Na2O or O2- activity is extremely low 

in the studied range of composition (10-10 to 10-6 according to the previous section). The 

evolution of concentrations of Na2O or O2- with time due to the chemical reactions can be 

relatively fast. In this case, the equations of the reaction rates shall require a thin time mesh in 
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order to be properly integrated, thus involving a very long time of calculation to make the 

simulation applicable. The mass action laws can be rewritten in order to eliminate the Na2O 

activity from the expression without changing the equilibrium state. This can be done by 

substituting the Na2O activity by the Qn equilibrium (equation 2). Moreover, reaction rates are 

usually expressed as variations of concentration over time and concentrations are more 

convenient to use then molar fractions. The simplified mass action laws are rewritten to be 

expressed as concentration dependent, the conversions are detailed in Appendix B. They 

correspond to simplified reactions in which the chemical species interact directly with Q3 and 

Q4 instead of Na2O. Because these simplified reactions are obtained by substitution of Na2O 

by the pre-existent Q3/Q4 equilibrium, the final equilibrium of the system remains the same.  

 

H�� = C��P��  eq. 11 

K�" = C���� · KU�V�	k� · K� = C��vvv�w�xO�w�y · CNx�V�	k�
CN~�V�	k�  eq. 12 

K�" = H���V US · KU��	r�	k�V� · K� = C��zv�{��{O|�O · CN~�	r�	k�V�
C��vvv�w�xO�w�y · C��V US · CNx�	r�	k�V� eq. 13 

Ke" = KV · KU�� = CN� · CN~CNx	  eq. 14 

 In the above expressions, K!" is the equilibrium constant of the simplified reaction j 
expressed as a function of concentrations, H�� is the equilibrium constant (in mol.m-3.atm-1) 

between the dissolved oxygen (O	) in the liquid and the oxygen partial pressure in the 

atmosphere (Henry constant), C� is the concentration in mol.m-3 of the chemical species	i, 
C����  is the total atomic concentration in mol.m-3. The elimination of Na2O activity from the 
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equilibrium leads to a new equilibrium constant Ke", which corresponds to an equilibrium 

between Q4, Q3 and Q2. The reaction rates can be written as follow: 

 

ξ� = kc� ZK�" · CN~�V�	k� − C��vvv�w�xO�w�y · CNx�V�	k�_ eq. 15 

ξ� = kc� ZK�" · C��vvv�w�xO�w�y · C��V US · CNx�	r�	k�V� − C��zv�{��{O|�O · CN~�	r�	k�V�_ eq. 16 

ξe = kce�Ke" · CNx	 − CN� · CN~� eq. 17 

 In which ξ! is the reaction rate of the chemical reaction j (in mol.m-3.s-1), kc! is the 

reaction rate constant of the chemical reaction j. The thermochemical equilibrium is reached 

when all the chemical reaction rates are equal to zero. The variation over time of 

concentration of a chemical species i can be written as follows: 

 

dC�dt = � v�,!ξ!6
!  eq. 18 

 In which m is the total amount of chemical reactions. The terms v�,! correspond to the 

stoichiometric coefficient of the compound i in the reaction	j. The v�,! components can be 

written in a matrix form (i are the chemical compounds and j are the reactions): 

 

�v� =
��
��
��
��
��
�� 1 −1 00 1 01 2S 0 00 − 3 4S 0−�3 − 2X� �2Y − 2X − 3� 1�3 − 2X� −�2Y − 2X − 3� −20 0 10 0 0 ��

��
��
��
��
�� ← C��vvv�w�xO�w�y← C��zv�{��{O|�O← Cr	OV← O	← QU

← QV
← Q	
← Nal↑	 ↑	 ↑	ξ�	 ξ�	 ξe	 	

	 eq. 19 
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4.2. Mass transport 

 The mass transport in liquids is expressed with the Nernst-Einstein formalism. The 

force at the origin of the mass flow is the electrochemical gradient. A convective term is also 

considered. The flux of a species i is expressed as follows: 

 

J)**+ = − D�RT C�∇μ0 )******+ + C�V**+	 eq. 20 

 In which, J)**+ is the flux of the chemical species i (mol.m-2.s-1), D� is the diffusion 

coefficient, μ0 � is the electrochemical potential (J.mol-1), V**+ is the velocity field of the fluid 

(m.s-1), R is the gas constant (J.mol-1.K-1) and T the absolute temperature (K). The Onsager 

theory could be a better formalism [35,36], but the complete kinetic matrix would be complex 

to determine due to the large number of different chemical species. In the case of oxide layer 

dissolution, the above equation is defined in the reference frame in which the oxide/liquid 

interface is fixed in space. The unit vector is oriented from the oxide to the core of the liquid.  

 By developing the electrochemical potential μ0 � and assuming that the activity is equal or 

at least proportional to the atomic fraction (ideal or Henry approximation), the complete 

expression of the mass flow can be formulated as the sum of three components: 

  

J)**+ = J)��t6)d� *****************+ + J)� td��)d� ******************+ + J)����td�)�t********************+ eq. 21 

J)��t6)d� *****************+ = −D� m∇C)******+ −	 C�C���� ∇C���� *************+n	 eq. 22 

J)� td��)d� ******************+ = D�RT C�z�E**+	 eq. 23 

J)����td�)�t********************+ = C�V**+	 eq. 24 

 Where ∇**+ is the classical derivative operator, z� is the electric charge of the chemical 

species i (C.mol-1) and E**+ is the electric field in the liquid. The detail of the equation 22 is 

given in Appendix C. The concentration gradients are known from the initial concentration 
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distribution, the boundary conditions and the integration of the equation system over time, but 

E**+ and V**+ must be calculated from additional conditions. 

4.2.1. Electric field 

 The electric field E**+ is calculated in order to ensure the electro-neutrality in the liquid. 

The convective term J)����td�)�t********************+ cannot generate space charges because the velocity is the 

same for all chemical species and the chemical reactions conserve intrinsically the mass and 

charge balances. On the other hand, the chemical flux term J)��t6)d� *****************+ can carry an electric 

current and thus generate space charges because of the various diffusion coefficients. The 

electric term J)� td��)d� *****************+ must counterbalance this electric current by satisfying the following 

equation: 

 

� z��
� J)� td��)d� ******************+ = − � z��

� J)��t6)d� *****************+	 eq. 25 

 In which, n is the total amount of chemical species. Thus, the following expression of 

the electric field can be easily derived: 

 

E**+ = RT ∑ z��� J)��t6)d� *****************+∑ z�	D�C��� 	 eq. 26 

4.2.2. Velocity field 

 The velocity field is calculated to ensure the mechanical equilibrium in the liquid. The 

molar volume of the liquid is postulated to be a linear combination of the molar volume of 

each oxide weighted by molar fraction in the liquid. A deviation of the molar volume of the 

liquid involves an increase of the pressure and reciprocally. The dimensionless quantity called 

normalized volume is defined as follows: 
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ν5 = � V6��
� C� eq. 27 

 In which	ν5 is the normalized volume and V6� is the molar volume of the chemical 

species	i (m3.mol-1). This quantity is equal to 1 when the liquid is at the mechanical 

equilibrium (no pressure in the liquid). The following expression corresponds to the 

conservation law applied to the normalized volume: 

 

∂ν5∂t + ∇**+ · �ν5	V**+� = τ85 	 eq. 28 

 The velocity field V**+ appears in the above equation. The term τ85  is the production rate of 

the normalized volume (s-1). This quantity must take into account each chemical reaction or 

mass flow that could lead to a variation of the normalized volume: 

 

τ85 = � V�6 �∇**+ · ZJ)��t6)d� *****************+ + J)� td��)d� ******************+_ +	� v�,!ξ!6
! ��

� 	 eq. 29 

 As in the previous equations, i and j correspond to the chemical species and to the 

chemical reactions respectively. The expression for the velocity field can be obtained by 

imposing the time derivative of the normalized volume equal to zero in the equation 28: 

 

∇**+ · V**+ = ∑ V6� Z∇**+ · ZJ)��t6)d� *****************+ + J)� td��)d� ******************+_ +	∑ v�,!ξ!6! _�� ∑ V6�C��� 	 eq. 30 

4.3. Equations and boundary conditions 

4.3.1. Equations 

 The various physical and chemical phenomena developed in the previous section lead to 

a system of 8 partial differential equations (equation 31), one integral over space (calculation 

of the velocity field equation 30) and one simple relation (electric field equation 26) 
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describing the evolution of the chemical species concentrations in the Na2O-SiO2 liquid in 

interaction with Cr2O3. These equations are obtained from the classical conservation law 

applied to the mass flows of the 8 chemical species (CrjjjOk�V�	k�l
, CrqjOr�	r�s��

, Cr	OV, O	, 

QU, QV, Q	, Nal) and the 3 chemical reactions (equation 15 – 17): 

 

∂C�∂t = ∇**+ · ZJ)��t6)d� *****************+ + J)� td��)d� ******************+ + J)����td�)�t********************+_ + � v�,!ξ!6
!  eq. 31 

4.3.2. Boundary and initial conditions 

 The equations are solved over a simple finite one dimensional domain. The chromia and 

the liquid are in contact at the position x=0. The liquid cannot penetrate the chromia, so the 

flow of each chemical species across this boundary is null. At the other boundary, the 

concentrations are constant and equal to the initial values (at t = 0). The length of the domain 

remains constant during the calculation. The recession of chromia due to its dissolution is 

implicitly taken into account in the calculation of the velocity field. 

 The liquid is initially composed of Nal,	O	 , QU, QV and Q	. The distribution of the 

silica tetrahedra is given by the molar fraction of Na2O (λ), equations 2, 3 and the mass 

balance of silica. As an example, the liquid �Na	O	�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at a temperature of 1150°C 

has a pNa2O equal to 9.08 and a distribution of silica tetrahedra corresponding to 

QUC.V�	QVC.Es�Q	C.CU�; the total concentration of silicon tetrahedra being equal to the 

concentration of SiO2 in the liquid.  

 The concentration of dissolved oxygen is given by the Henry constant and the external 

oxygen pressure (equation 11). The liquid is then defined as Na	O	:SiO		;O		<; the relations 

between χ, γ, ζ and the known values of λ, H��,	P�� are given in equation 32, 33 and 34 (see 

Appendix D): 
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ζ = H��P�� Z λ1 − λ V6R��� + V6����_1 − H��P��V6��
γ eq. 32 

χ = λ1 − λ γ	 eq. 33 

γ = � 11 − λ + H��P�� Z λ1 − λ V6R��� + V6����_1 − H��P��V6��
�

��
 eq. 34 

 A �Na	O	�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE liquid with a Henry constant H�� equal to 2000 mol.m-3.atm-1 

in air (P��=0.2 atm) is written as �Na	O�	C.	UF�SiO		�C.FU	�O		�C.C�� with data from table 2. 

The presence of dissolved oxygen does not affect the distribution of silica tetrahedron. The 

concentration of Na2O and the total concentration of SiO2 can be easily calculated from the 

above equations and from the molar volume of the liquid V6���f�� (equation 35): 

 

V6���f�� = χV6R��� + γV6���� + ζV6�� eq. 35 

 The concentrations of Nal,	O	 , QU, QV and Q	 at the initial time are then obvious. The 

liquid is also at the mechanical equilibrium as defined in section 4.2.2. (equation 27 is equal 

to 1). 

5. Results 

 The simulations were performed with input data from tables 1 and 2 for a 

�Na	O	�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE liquid at 1150°C. The kinetic coefficients of the reactions have been 

chosen in order to quickly reach the thermochemical equilibrium. The equations system was 

solved using the finite volume formalism and integrated over time with a simple Euler explicit 

method [37]. The space mesh so as the integration time step were studied to obtain the more 

stable and accurate results (a relative tolerance of 10-6, an absolute tolerance of 10-4 mol.m-3 

and a maximum time step of 10-4 s). The MATLAB code used to solve the equation system is 

available in ref [38]. 
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 The results of the simulation for 3600 seconds of reaction and the experimental results 

are presented in figure 3. The unknown Henry constant (H��) was adjusted to fit the solubility 

of the chromium, a value of 2000 mol.m-3.atm-1 was found. This is coherent with the 

estimation from the literature for oxygen [39] or nitrogen [40] in liquid slags. The simulation 

and the experiment are in good agreement for the diffusion of the chromium. The 

experimental measurements of Na2O and SiO2 concentration profiles are dispersed but 

consistent with the simulation. 

 The simulation shows an interdiffusion between the three oxides. The multi-component 

interdiffusion is usually attributed to cross-diffusion due to non-diagonal terms in the 

diffusion matrix [12,41,42]. In the present model, the chemical diffusion is only described by 

a unique diffusion coefficient and the liquid is described as an ideal mix of chemical species. 

The only possible sources of interdiffusion are the velocity field (equation 30) and the 

migration due to the electric field (equation 26). In the Onsager formalism, each 

thermodynamic force can yield a mass flow [35,36] (each chemical potential gradients, the 

pressure gradient and the electric potential gradient). The kinetic matrix is the proportionality 

factor between fluxes and forces. The diffusion matrix is a simplification of the Onsager 

coefficients matrix when the only thermodynamic forces are the chemical potential gradients. 

In the present model, the influence of the electric field and the velocity field on the diffusion 

can be analyzed since the equation 23 and 24 give the relation between the fluxes and these 

two quantities. This analysis is better detailed for chromium diffusion in section 6.3, but 

silicon and sodium diffusion can be stated: the electro-neutrality condition has a significant 

influence on the diffusion of ions with high diffusivity such as sodium and the mechanical 

equilibrium condition influences the diffusion of low diffusivity net-work formers such as 

silica. The equations 26 and 30 could be used in order to uncouple these two phenomena from 

the multicomponent interdiffusion in further studies. 
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 The repartition of the CrIII, CrVI and the dissolved oxygen are presented in figure 4. The 

oxygen is expressed as the external partial pressure. A decrease of the oxygen pressure 

towards the liquid/chromia interface can be noticed. This can be explained by the oxidation of 

the CrIII into CrVI what consumes the dissolved oxygen in the liquid. The total concentration 

of chromium at the liquid/chromia interface is imposed by the oxygen pressure. In this 

simulation the oxygen pressure of 0.093 atmospheres and the total atomic fraction of 

chromium of 0.82 % (0.38 % CrIII and 0.44 % CrVI) correspond to the thermodynamic 

equilibrium [14]. 

 The distribution of the Q� and the resulting pNa	O are presented in figure 5. The glass 

structure is poorly affected by the dissolution of the chromia. The pNa	O exhibits a slight 

variation with a higher Na	O activity close to the liquid/chromia interface due to the 

dissolution of chromia which yields “free oxygen” in the liquid and a lower Na	O activity at 

100 µm of the interface because of the oxidation of CrIII into CrVI. The acid/base property of 

the liquid can be considered as unchanged by the dissolution of chromia. This affirmation is 

only verified for this specific case. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Parabolic dissolution regime 

 The reaction rate constants	kc�, kc�, kce were chosen in order to quickly reach the 

chemical equilibrium in the liquid. In the present simulation, the equilibrium is reached fast 

enough to consider that the system is at the thermochemical equilibrium at each point of the 

space. As an example, the concentrations at the liquid/chromia interface evolve during 10 

seconds before reaching their equilibrium values. The diffusion profiles of chromium and 

oxygen for various times are presented in figure 6. The concentrations remain constant at the 

liquid/chromia interface and the evolution of the concentrations in the liquid can be 
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assimilated to classical diffusion profiles for semi-infinite diffusion. Thus, the dissolution rate 

of chromia can be described by only the solubility and the apparent diffusion coefficient of 

chromium in the liquid [5,43,44]. The parameters influencing these two quantities are 

discussed in the last paragraph of this section. The dissolution rate of the oxide obeys the 

following parabolic law. 

  

dedt = − V6����x2 S�� D��@AA
πt = − k�2t  eq. 36 

 In this expression, e is the thickness of the oxide in m, V6����x is the molar volume of 

chromia, S�� is the concentration of chromium at the liquid/oxide interface in mol.m-3 (i.e. 

solubility limit), D��@AA
 is the apparent diffusion coefficient of the chromium in the liquid in 

m².s-1 and k� is the parabolic dissolution constant in m².s-1. In the presented simulation, D��@AA
 

was found to be 1 10-12 m².s-1 (this parameter is different from the true diffusion coefficient of 

CrIII and CrIV used for this calculation), S�� is equal to 901 mol.m-3 (0.82% atomic fraction) 

and the parabolic dissolution rate is 1.15 10-16 m².s-1. These values and the equation 36 fit the 

recession rate of the oxide presented in figure 7 with R² = 0.99. 

6.2. Interface recession and velocity field 

 The problem of the moving boundary is usually encountered in materials chemistry 

because of the recession of an interface due to the consumption of the material. This can have 

a significant effect on the evolution of the considered reaction [45]. This aspect has not been 

explained in the presented model. The position x = 0 corresponds to the liquid/oxide interface 

in the referential in which the equations are solved. The referential can be seen as moving 

from the perspective of the initial referential (t = 0). This velocity is equivalent to the velocity 

field calculated with the equation 30. From the perspective of our referential in which the 

liquid/chromia interface is fixed in space, the dissolved chromia must occupy a new volume 
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in the liquid. In order to achieve that, the liquid is pushed by the incoming matter yielding a 

velocity. This is encoded in the equation 30 in which this principle is generalized to the 

diffusion and chemical reactions.  

 The evolution of the velocity field at different positions and times in the liquid is 

presented in figure 8. By convention, the positive values correspond to a vector oriented along 

x axis. The intensity of the velocity field is time dependent, but its orientation does not 

change. Close to the liquid/chromia interface, the velocity increases due to the diffusion of 

sodium and silica towards the position x = 0. The velocity converges to a time dependent 

value far from the interface; this value corresponds to the recession of the oxide. The velocity 

at the position x = 500 µm and the recession rate of the oxide are presented in figure 7; the 

two values are proportional. The reason of this proportionality, and not the equality, is the 

oxidation of chromium III in chromium VI in the liquid. Because of the higher molar volume 

of CrVI set in the simulation (table 2), the dissolved chromia occupies slightly more space in 

the liquid than the space it occupies in the oxide layer. 

6.3. Phenomena influencing the dissolution rate of chromia 

 Among the various phenomena highlighted in this paper, only a few seem to have a 

significant influence on the dissolution rate of the chromia in the silica-based liquid. The 

velocity field studied in the above section brings a low contribution to the diffusion of the 

chromium. After the 3600 seconds of simulation, the diffusion profile of chromium spreads 

over 200 µm while the displacement due to the velocity field is 1 µm. The electric field in the 

liquid is presented in figure 9; the convention for the vector field is the same as the one used 

for the velocity field. The value of this field is several decades of V.m-1. The velocity of the 

CrVI with its high electric charge can be calculated with the Nernst-Einstein equation. For an 

electric field of 50 V.m-1 the velocity of the CrVI ion (as defined in table 2) at a temperature of 

1150 °C is around 1.3 10-10 m.s-1, which is lower than the total velocity field. Then, both 
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electric and velocity field have a negligible effect on the diffusion of the chromium in the 

liquid. 

 On the other hand, the oxygen pressure and diffusion in the liquid seem to have a 

significant influence on the dissolution rate of the chromia. As explained, the dissolution of 

chromia can be described by the solubility of chromium and its apparent diffusion coefficient. 

The solubility of chromium depends on the acid/base properties of the liquid and the oxygen 

pressure at the liquid/chromia interface. The last quantity is directly related to the 

concentration/partial pressure of oxygen, its diffusion coefficient and the diffusion 

coefficients of chromium. Moreover, the evolution of the oxygen partial pressure in the liquid 

affects the CrVI/CrIII ratio. It is possible to prove that the apparent diffusion coefficient of the 

chromium (D��@AA
) can be written as follows (details in Appendix E): 

 

D��@AA = ¢P + ∂P∂C��@AA C��@AA£D��vvv + ¢1 − P − ∂P∂C��@AA C��@AA£D��zv eq. 37 

 In the above expression, P is the fraction of CrIII among the total chromium 

concentration, noted here as C��@AA
. From figure 4, it can be deduced that P is slightly lower 

than 0.5 for this simulation. The application of equation 37 with a constant P value of 0.5 

leads to a D��@AA
 of 10-12 m².s-1, which is the value obtained by fitting the simulated profile of 

chromium with the classical erfc function or the value obtain from the dissolution rate of 

chromia (section 6.1.). Thus, the apparent diffusion coefficient can vary between the diffusion 

coefficients of CrIII and CrVI.  It appears that the model could be reduced to a system 

containing only CrIII, CrVI and O2 for studying the corrosion of chromia-forming alloy in 

silica-based liquids. 
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7. Conclusions 

 A model of the dissolution of chromia in Na2O-SiO2 liquids has been developed. The 

aim was to formulate a model as complete as possible taking into account the physical and 

chemical phenomena occurring in that kind of interaction. Results from the literature were 

used in order to determine the thermodynamic data required for simulating the dissolution of 

chromia in silica-based liquids. 

 The equation system of the model has been solved with a numerical method. The 

simulation and the experimental results are in good agreement despite the dispersion of the 

Na2O and SiO2 measurements. The model predicts the interdiffusion of the three oxides. The 

electro-neutrality and mechanical equilibrium principals implemented in the model are at the 

origin of the interdiffusion. The model reveals that the acid/base property of the liquid is not 

much affected by the dissolution of the chromia. The oxidation of chromium III into 

chromium VI in the liquid consumes a part of the dissolved oxygen affecting the speciation 

and diffusion of chromium. It has been proved that the moving boundary due to the recession 

of the oxide during its dissolution is intrinsically considered without using re-meshing 

methods. 

 The use of such a model for corrosion application is also debated. Since the basicity of 

the liquid is not affected by the dissolution of chromium, the chemical reactions can be 

simplified by considering a constant Na2O activity. The velocity and the electric field have a 

negligible effect on the dissolution of chromia. Under certain conditions, it seems that the 

model can be reduced to the simple diffusion of CrIII, CrVI and O2 and the oxidation reaction 

of CrIII.  
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1. Evolution of pNa2O with the composition of the binary system Na2O-SiO2 according 

to the data from Sugawara et al. [28] (red dots) and the presented model (black lines) after 

minimization of the mean square errors. 

Fig. 2. Evolution of the solubility of chromium with the oxygen fugacity in the 

�Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE liquid according to the data from Khedim et al. [14] (red dots) and the 

presented model (black lines) after minimization of the mean square errors over the solubility 

data. 

Fig. 3. EPMA measurements and simulation of the diffusion profile of chromium and the 

evolution of the melt composition after 1 hour of immersion of the pre-oxidized Ni-30Cr alloy 

at 1150 °C in �Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE. Si, Na and Cr are expressed in term of the oxides SiO2, 

Na2O and Cr2O3 respectively. 

Fig. 4. Simulated concentration profiles of CrIII, CrVI and O2 in �Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at 1150 

°C after 1 hour of immersion of the pre-oxidized Ni-30Cr alloy. 

Fig. 5. Simulated Qn ratio and pNa2O versus the distance from the chromia/liquid interface in 

�Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at 1150 °C after 1 hour of immersion of chromia. 

Fig. 6. Simulated concentration profiles of Cr and O2 in �Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at 1150 °C for 

various immersion duration of the pre-oxidized Ni-30Cr alloy. 

Fig. 7. Velocity of the liquid and recession rate of chromia versus time for various distances 

from the chromia/liquid interface in �Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at 1150 °C. 



 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Velocity of the liquid versus the distance to the chromia/liquid interface in 

�Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at 1150 °C for various immersion duration of the pre-oxidized Ni-30Cr 

alloy. 

Fig. 9. Electric field in the liquid versus the distance from the chromia/liquid interface in 

�Na	O�C.	E�SiO		�C.FE at 1150 °C for various immersion duration of the pre-oxidized Ni-30Cr 

alloy.



 

 

 

 

Appendix A 

Equation 3 

For a binary liquid defined as Na	O	�SiO		���, the mass balances on Na2O and SiO2 are 

written as a function of Qn. If Q0-1 and the free Na2O are present in low quantity, the mass 

balances can be written as: 

xN~ + xNx + xN� = 1 − λ A. 1 

12 xNx + xN� = λ 
A. 2 

With xNK the molar fraction of Qn. The equation A. 1 and A. 2 correspond respectively to the 

mass balance of SiO2 and Na2O. By introducing the equilibrium between Qn, Qn-1 and Na2O 

(equation 1 and 2), equation A. 1 and A. 2 can be written as a function of Na2O activity (by 

assuming that the Qn activity and molar fraction are equivalent: 

xN~ + xN~KUaR���� 	S + xN~KUKVaR���	 = 1 − λ 
A. 3 

12 xN~KUaR���� 	S + xN~KUKVaR���	 = λ 
A. 4 

By factorization and division, one can obtain the following polynomial expression. 

�2λ − 1�KUKVaR���	 + m32 λ − 12n KUaR���� 	S + λ = 0 
A. 5 

The Na2O activity is obtained by solving the above equation, which gives equation 3. 

aR���� 	S = YZ94λ	 − 32 λ + 14_ KU	 − �8λ	 − 4λ�KUKV + Z32 λ − 12_ KU�2 − 4λ�KUKV  
A. 5 

 



 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

Conversion of the equilibrium constants 

The aim is to convert the equilibrium constants expressed in term of activity into equilibrium 

constants expressed in term of concentrations and to eliminate the Na2O activity from the 

expressions. 

The Na2O activity can be replaced by the Q4/Q3 equilibrium and because of the approximation 

of ideal mixing, the ratio of Qn activity or concentration are equal. 

aR��� = CNx	
KU	 · CN~	 B. 1 

 

Application to Kd 

K� = a��vvv�¤�xO�w�y · aR���ZV	�k_
 B. 2 

The equilibrium constant K� can thus be written as: 

K� = a��vvv�¤�xO�w�y · CNx�V�	k�
KU�V�	k� · CN~�V�	k� B. 3 

The a��vvv�¤�xO�w�y corresponds to the atomic fraction of CrIII, K� can be written as: 

K� = C��vvv�¤�xO�w�yC���� · CNx�V�	k�
KU�V�	k� · CN~�V�	k� B. 4 

By keeping the concentration on one side of the equality, the new equilibrium constant K�" 
appears obvious. 

K�" = C���� · KU�V�	k� · K� = C��vvv�¤�xO�w�y · CNx�V�	k�
CN~�V�	k�  B. 5 

 

Application to Ko 

K� = a��zv�{��{O|�O
a��vvv�¤�xO�w�y 	 · P��V US · 	aR���Zr�k�V	_ B. 6 



 

 

 

 

 

The same procedure applied to K� gives. 

K� = C��zv�{��{O|�O · CN~�	r�	k�V� · KU�	r�	k�V�
C��vvv�¤�xO�w�y 	 · P��V US · 	CN~�	r�	k�V�  B. 7 

With the Henry constant, P�� can be changed by the oxygen concentration. 

K� = C��zv�{��{O|�O 	 · H��V US · CN~�	r�	k�V� · KU�	r�	k�V�
C��vvv�¤�xO�w�y 	 · C��V US · 	CN~�	r�	k�V�  B. 8 

K�" = H���V US · KU��	r�	k�V� · K� = C��zv�{��{O|�O · CN~�	r�	k�V�
C��vvv�¤�xO�w�y · C��V US · CNx�	r�	k�V� B. 9 

 

Application to K3 

KV = aN�aNx · aR���� 	S  B. 10 

The constant Ke" can be easily deduced by appling the same procedure to K3. 

KV = aN� · KU · CN~aNx · CNx  B. 11 

Ke" = KV · KU�� = CN� · CN~CNx	  B. 12 

This procedure created a new equilibrium between Q4, Q3 and Q2. 



 

 

 

 

Appendix C 

Equation 22 

The electrochemical potential corresponds to the following expression. 

μ0 � = μ� + z�V C. 1 

The term z�V corresponds to the electric part (z� being the electric charge and V the electric 

potential of the medium) and μ� corresponds to the chemical part of the electrochemical 

potential. 

Thus, the chemical diffusion is defined by the Nernst-Einstein equation as follow: 

J)��t6)d� *****************+ = − D�RT C�∇μ)******+ C. 2 

The chemical potential gradient is defined by the activity. 

∇μ)******+ = ∇Zμ)C + RT	Ln�a)�_****************************************+
 C. 3 

Which can be developed: 

∇μ)******+ = RTa� ∇a)******+ C. 4 

By assuming that the activity is equal to the atomic fraction (ideal approximation). 

a� = C�C����  C. 5 

∇a)******+ = C���� · ∇C)******+ − C� · ∇C���� *************+C���� 	  C. 6 

Thus, the chemical potential gradient corresponds to the following expression (C. 4, C. 5 C. 

6). 

∇μ)******+ = RT�∇C)******+C� − ∇C���� *************+C���� � C. 7 

C. 7 and C. 2 lead to the expression of the equation 22. 

J)��t6)d� *****************+ = −D� m∇C)******+ −	 C�C���� ∇C���� *************+n C. 8 

  



 

 

 

 

Appendix D 

Equation 32-34 

Na	O	�SiO		��� + O		 → Na	O	:SiO		;O		< D. 1 

χ + γ + ζ = 1 D. 2 

The following ratio remains constant: 

χγ = λ1 − λ 
D. 3 

The concentration of oxygen in the liquid is: 

C��	 = H��P�� D. 4 

The molar volume of the liquid is: 

V6§¨©ª¨« = χV6¬�® + γV6¯¨®�	 + ζV6®�	  D. 5 

The concentration of oxygen can also be written as: 

C��	 = ζχV6¬�® + γV6¯¨®�	 + ζV6®�	
 D. 6 

D. 3, D. 4 and D. 6 lead to: 

Z1 + V6®�	H��P��_ ζ = H��P�� ZχV6¬�® + γV6¯¨®�	_ 
D. 7 

And finally, D. 2, D. 3 and D. 7 lead to: 

ζ = H��P�� Z λ1 − λ V6¬�® + V6¯¨®�	_1 + V6®�	H��P�� γ 
D. 8 

χ = λ1 − λ γ 
D. 9 

γ = � 11 − λ + H��P�� Z λ1 − λ V6¬�® + V6¯¨®�	_1 + V6®�	H��P�� �
��

 
D. 10 

The equations D. 8, D. 9 and D. 10 correspond to the equations eq. 32, eq. 33 and eq. 34 

respectively.  



 

 

 

 

Appendix E 

Equation 37 

C��vvvC��@AA = P 
E. 1 

The total amount of chromium corresponds to: 

C��@AA = C��vvv + C��zv E. 2 

Thus, the total flux of chromium is: 

J��@AA = −D��vvv dC��vvvdx − D��zv dC��zvdx  E. 3 

Thanks to the equation E. 1 and E. 2, the equation E. 3 can be written as: 

J��@AA = −D��vvv d�P�	C��@AA
dx − D��zv d�1 − P�	C��@AA

dx  E. 4 

J��@AA = −D��@AA dC��@AA
dx  E. 5 

−D��@AA dC��@AA
dx = − ¢P dC��@AA

dx + C��@AA dPdx£ D��vvv − ��1 − P� dC��@AA
dx − C��@AA dPdx� D��zv E. 6 

−D��@AA dC��@AA
dx = − °¢P + dPdC��@AA C��@AA£D��vvv + ¢1 − P − dPdC��@AA C��@AA£D��zv± dC��@AA

dx  E. 7 

The apparent diffusion coefficient can thus be easily identified: 

D��@AA = ¢P + dPdC��@AA C��@AA£D��vvv + ¢1 − P − dPdC��@AA C��@AA£D��zv E. 8 

 





















Tables 

 

Table 1. Thermodynamic data determined in this study. 

Reactions 
ΔH 

(kJ.mol-1) 

ΔS 

(J.mol-1.K-1)  

Q4 � 1
2 Na2O

K4⇔Q3 -124.68 2.59 
 

Q3 � 1
2 Na2O

K3⇔Q2 -112.45 -12.52 
 

1
2 Cr2O3cristal

Kd⇔ CrIIIOx
�3�2X�� � �32 � X� O2� 80.72 -14.06 X = 1.36 

CrIIIOX
�3�2X�� � 3

4 O2 � �Y � X � 3
2� O

2� Ko⇔ CrVIOY
�2Y�6��

 -54.46 40.50 Y = 3.22 

CrIIIOX
�3�2X�� Kr⇔ CrIIOZ

�2�2Z�� � 1
4 O2 � �X � Z � 1

2� O
2� 165.95 20.19 Z = 0.64 

 

 

Table 2. Set of parameters used in the simulation. 

Chemical species !" (m².s-1) #" (C/mol) $%" (m
3.mol-1) 

Cr&&&O'
�()*'�+

 1.3 10
-12 27020 2.91 10

-5 

Cr,&O-
�*-).�)

 0.7 10
-12 -42460 3.70 10

-5 

Cr*O( 0 

0 

2.91 10
-5 

O* 2.7 10
-12 2.46 10

-5 

Q/ 

1.0 10
-12 2.72 10

-5 Q( -96500 

Q* -193000 

Na+ 1.0 10
-10 96500 1.36 10

-5 

Reaction rates 

kc1 5 10
1 

kc2 5 10
-1 

kc3 1 10
-2 

 




